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after introducing the bahamas and its people this book traces the history of the commonwealth of the bahamas
it highlights places of historic interest in nassau and features three walking tours of the city new providence is
then explored by car this section contains information on paradise island grand bahama and freeport are given
a separate section being the second most important tourist centres in the bahamas turning to the family island
descriptions are given and tours are made of these places the work concludes with sections on night life and
useful information about the bahamas kid s u presents the bahamas amazing pictures and facts about the
bahamas what point is the highest in the bahamas what products do they export from the bahamas in this book
you will explore the wonders of the bahamas finding the answers to these questions and so many more
complete with incredible pictures to keep even the youngest of children captivated you will all embark on a little
journey into the great unknown in school our children aren t taught in a way that makes them curious and want
to learn i want to change that this book will show your children just how interesting the world is and help ignite
a passion for learning your children will learn how to become curious about the world around them find
motivation to learn use their free time to discover more about the world and have fun while doing so and much
more this secondary school text has been designed to include all the important topics in bahamian history from
the arawaks to the present day the ultimate guide to all of eleuthera s 135 beaches cover top 100 bahamas
travel tips this book was written by the author who traveled to bahamas and visited the most interesting famous
and beautiful places bahamas is an excellent place with excellent things to see and do you can visit bahamas
many times and still find something fun and interesting to do we are going to look at 100 of the best things to
do when you visit bahamas be sure to check them out let s get started the book contains the most popular
secrets and advice from the locals experts historical and cultural sights top 14 beaches unusual and interesting
places outdoor adventures and nature festivals where to stay and shopping the most delicious things to eat
drink 3 reasons to buy this book simple guide to independent travel best sights information advice from the
local experts start bahamas travel today featuring even more coverage of the remote out islands this updated
and expanded edition of hidden bahamas continues to focus on the little known areas widely considered the
leading guidebook for outdoor adventuring it features new information on ecotourism sea kayaking wild dolphin
swims horseback bush trips and environmental groups that sponsor field workshops the history of harbour
island is a well documented informative and entertaining account of the island which was once second in
importance to new providence within the bahamian archipelago drawing on new material from official church
oral and private sources and containing numerous illustrations this book adds greatly to our knowledge of
harbour island specificallyand the bahamas generallyand is a significant addition to bahamian historiography life
on a rock is the true story of a woman who traded her flourishing business career for a different path to find
unusual and often dangerous adventure in an remote out island of the bahamas this is a reproduction of a book
published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning
process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back
into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate
your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book
supporters of the british crown found life in the colonies rigorous in the years prior to during and after the
revolutionary war the hazards of war and the inequities of peace forced many american loyalists into bahamian
exile this novel of adventure and conflict explores the nature of class and identity in the post colonial world of
the bahamas the narrative rich in imagery reveals the inner lives of the characters and implicates us all in one
man s struggle to do the right thing on april 16 1861 president abraham lincoln issued a blockade of the
confederate coastline the largely agrarian south did not have the industrial base to succeed in a protracted
conflict what it did have and what england and other foreign countries wanted was cotton and tobacco
industrious men soon began to connect the dots between confederate and british needs as the blockade grew
the blockade runners became quite ingenious in finding ways around the barriers boats worked their way back
and forth from the confederacy to nassau and england and everyone from scoundrels to naval officers wanted a
piece of the action poor men became rich in a single transaction and dances and drinking from the posh royal
victoria hotel to the boarding houses lining the harbor were the order of the day british united states and
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confederate sailors intermingled in the streets eyeing each other warily as boats snuck in and out of nassau but
it was all to come crashing down as the blockade finally tightened and the final confederate ports were captured
the story of this great carnival has been mentioned in a variety of sources but never examined in detail
breaking the blockade the bahamas during the civil war focuses on the political dynamics and tensions that
existed between the united states consular service the governor of the bahamas and the representatives of the
southern and english firms making a large profit off the blockade filled with intrigue drama and colorful
characters this is an important civil war story that has not yet been told includes colour photographs decorating
with books never goes out of style please note this is a decorative book only there is no content on the inside
this decorative book is a simple yet sophisticated way to add a pop of color and personality to your home decor
we recommend combining 3 5 books together to make a statement and highlight your personal tastes and
interests decorative books are an easy and inexpensive way to add visual interest to your space these
decorative display books are perfect for coffee tables bookshelves night tables dorm rooms offices home
staging interior design house warming gifts product details bahamas is printed on the spine please reference
front cover for font style each book is 8 x 10 inches 20 x 25 centimeters professionally printed paperback book
with a high quality soft matte cover 300 interior pages with a subtle dot grid pattern on each page simple
elegant and minimalist style fonts may vary see front cover for font style each book sold separately visit our
amazon author page to see our full collection of decoration books featuring cities travel destinations hobbies
interests phrases and more search decora book co salvage diver and ex con tiller galloway vowed he d never
work for the baptist again until the menacing kingpin makes him an offer he can t refuse sending him deep into
the beautiful blue caribbean to raise fifty tons of sunken cargo a dive to the razor s edge of death caught in the
cross fire of a crazed underboss hostile islanders and a corrupt government tiller and his hatteras island sidekick
shad aydlett take on a nightmare of double crosses as a scenario more sinister than he ever imagined begins to
unfold marvin hunt s remarkable among the children of the sun takes readers to an island nation that millions of
people visit yearly but few actually know much about bypassing the well known resorts of nassau and freeport
he concentrates on life in the other islands of the bahamas the family islands hunt explores the geology of these
islands the racial social and political history of the nation its storied history as an eighteenth century haven for
pirates its customs its food and music its religious traditions and the challenges it faces as an emerging nation
in a lively narrative reminiscent of paul theroux that spans fifteen years of travel richly detailed full of lively
encounters with people and places among the children of the sun does what no other book about the bahamas
has done take readers beyond the name tags and smiling faces of those who service the tourist industry into
their real lives conveying the triumphs and tragedies of ordinary people living in an extraordinary landscape it is
a work of self discovery too as the author comes to terms with his own evolving life the history of the
colonization of the bahamas and the first royal governor woodes rogers esquire interwoven with the history of
the united states the author begins the book with the history of the new world starting in a d 986 with the
arrival of n this comprehensive volume details the full extraordinary history of all the people who have ever
inhabited the islands and explains the evolution of a bahamian national identity within the framework of
neighboring territories in similar circumstances bahama saga is a chronicle of the human presence on a unique
archipelago of the americas the story takes its title from a few invented characters and the romantic and
beautiful country of seven hundred sub tropical islands the confetti of bahamian islands has at different times
been a locus for the three races of the planet after the original amerindian inhabitants perished the bahamas
remained uninhabited for nearly 150 years until people from bermuda largely of english and african stock re
settled the islands commencing in 1648 not long afterwards many more africans were brought to the bahamas
in bondage their descendants today hold the destiny of the islands in their hands the geographical location of
the bahamas allowed the islands to play a brief but important part in the history of the modern world the
eastern islands protrude out into the atlantic ocean so as to make them one of the nearest parts of the americas
to europe and it was here that an explorer from europe made a historic landfall at what for him at least was a
new world it was just over five hundred years ago that christopher columbus in 1492 sailed the ocean blue the
islands on the western side are a mere 50 miles from the united states throughout time events on the north
american continent have had a major affect upon the history of the bahama islands as this well written and
intriguing story relates this book explores the many complex historical connections between the united states of
america and the commonwealth of the bahamas beginning with an overview of shared early spanish
colonization the book is the first attempt to provide a comprehensive study of the impact of the sequential
development of the united states on events in the emerging bahamas placing the heretofore marginalized
history of the island nation firmly into the orbit of atlantic historiographical literature among other things the
books sheds light on the role played by the islands in a series of significant events in the u s history these
include the american revolution in which four of the initial official military actions of the fledgling u s navy
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comprised repeated invasions of british controlled nassau capital of the bahamas the american civil war during
which nassau became on of the main bases for supply of vital goods and ammunition to the confederacy the
intrigues of the volstead act which legislated prohibition but also caused the temporary transformation of
bahama islands into major transshipment centers for the smuggling of alcoholic beverages to a multitude of
prohibition defiant and thirsty americans and the significant role placed by bahamian migrants in the creation of
the city of miami and other areas of south florida the author draws on a wealth of tapped and untapped primary
sources and presents a new perspective on the bahamian experience that helped to define the self proclaimed
american credo of manifest destiny turquoise waters pristine beaches world famous rum and a culture that
welcomes you with a smile soak up the sun and fun with moon bahamas inside you ll find flexible itineraries
from a nassau getaway to a week of island hopping including day trips to the out islands strategic advice for
travelers looking for family fun romance nightlife water sports and more must see highlights and unique
experiences go diving to see shipwrecks underwater sculptures and coral reefs snorkel with sharks or swim with
friendly pigs spot wild pink flamingoes climb to a historic stone monastery at the highest point in the bahamas
or visit the iconic hope town lighthouse relax in an oceanfront bungalow sip cocktails made from local rum and
hang out with locals at a fish fry honest recommendations from nassau local mariah moyle on when to go where
to eat how to get around and where to stay from guest cottages and beach bungalows to luxurious resorts full
color photos and detailed maps throughout background information on the landscape climate wildlife and
history handy tips for families with children lgbtq travelers seniors and travelers with disabilities experience the
real bahamas with moon s practical tips and local know how looking for more island adventures check out moon
aruba moon bermuda or moon jamaica a must have picture book with words this photo book contains 100 color
photos of different places within bahamas island and cities like nassau and abaco each picture is of high quality
and has words written underneath so that you can not only view the image but know what area it was taken the
photos capture the classic stunning landmarks scenery and architectural buildings of the country and city from
sunrise to sunset with names of places this beautifully curated picture book with words has no mention of
alzheimer s dementia memory loss or anything similar so it is also perfect for the elderly and seniors a perfect
coffee table décor this photo book is 8 5 x 8 5 inches with a durable cover a perfect gift for friends and family
during birthdays housewarming parties and most celebrations get a copy now product detail 8 5 x 8 5 beautiful
cover 100 beautiful high quality colored pages perfect gift for all ages from kids adults and seniors poetry
marion bethel was born in the bahamas where she currently lives and works her writing has appeared in the
massachusetts review river city and other journals and anthologies she was awarded the casa de las americas
prize for her book of poetry guanahani my love in 1994 in 1997 she was at the bunting institute of radcliffe
college take this book with you on your next trip to the bahamas or the turks and caicos islands or keep it close
to hand in your travel library the natural history of the bahamas offers the most comprehensive coverage of the
terrestrial and coastal flora and fauna on the islands of the bahamas archipelago as well as of the region s
natural history and ecology readers will gain an appreciation for the importance of conserving the diverse
lifeforms on these special caribbean islands a detailed introduction to the history geology and climate of the
islands beautifully illustrated with more than seven hundred color photographs showcasing the diverse plants
fungi and animals found on the bahamian archipelago spanish wells bahamas the island the people the allure is
written for those who want to explore a true outpost island paradise in addition to providing the travel planning
essentials necessary to enjoy your perfect vacation christopher cirillo introduces you to some of the fascinating
people that make this two mile island special from top archaeologists to quilters shopkeepers to lobster divers
he ll take you beneath the waves at the devil s backbone coral reef and bring you face to face with the island s
resident manatees the pages come to life as cirillo unearths four centuries of the island s rich history examines
the unique culture and shares some of the legends that surround spanish wells and the people that call it home
to learn more go to spanishwellsbook com
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The Story of Bahamas
1984

after introducing the bahamas and its people this book traces the history of the commonwealth of the bahamas
it highlights places of historic interest in nassau and features three walking tours of the city new providence is
then explored by car this section contains information on paradise island grand bahama and freeport are given
a separate section being the second most important tourist centres in the bahamas turning to the family island
descriptions are given and tours are made of these places the work concludes with sections on night life and
useful information about the bahamas

The Land of the Pink Pearl; Or, Recollections of Life in the
Bahamas
1888

kid s u presents the bahamas amazing pictures and facts about the bahamas what point is the highest in the
bahamas what products do they export from the bahamas in this book you will explore the wonders of the
bahamas finding the answers to these questions and so many more complete with incredible pictures to keep
even the youngest of children captivated you will all embark on a little journey into the great unknown in school
our children aren t taught in a way that makes them curious and want to learn i want to change that this book
will show your children just how interesting the world is and help ignite a passion for learning your children will
learn how to become curious about the world around them find motivation to learn use their free time to
discover more about the world and have fun while doing so and much more

The Bahamas
1993

this secondary school text has been designed to include all the important topics in bahamian history from the
arawaks to the present day

The Bahamas
1988

the ultimate guide to all of eleuthera s 135 beaches cover

Unbelievable Pictures and Facts About Bahamas
2019-07-24

top 100 bahamas travel tips this book was written by the author who traveled to bahamas and visited the most
interesting famous and beautiful places bahamas is an excellent place with excellent things to see and do you
can visit bahamas many times and still find something fun and interesting to do we are going to look at 100 of
the best things to do when you visit bahamas be sure to check them out let s get started the book contains the
most popular secrets and advice from the locals experts historical and cultural sights top 14 beaches unusual
and interesting places outdoor adventures and nature festivals where to stay and shopping the most delicious
things to eat drink 3 reasons to buy this book simple guide to independent travel best sights information advice
from the local experts start bahamas travel today

The Making of the Bahamas
1987
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featuring even more coverage of the remote out islands this updated and expanded edition of hidden bahamas
continues to focus on the little known areas widely considered the leading guidebook for outdoor adventuring it
features new information on ecotourism sea kayaking wild dolphin swims horseback bush trips and
environmental groups that sponsor field workshops

Bahamas
2000

the history of harbour island is a well documented informative and entertaining account of the island which was
once second in importance to new providence within the bahamian archipelago drawing on new material from
official church oral and private sources and containing numerous illustrations this book adds greatly to our
knowledge of harbour island specificallyand the bahamas generallyand is a significant addition to bahamian
historiography

The Beach Book
2014

life on a rock is the true story of a woman who traded her flourishing business career for a different path to find
unusual and often dangerous adventure in an remote out island of the bahamas

BAHAMAS Travel Guide
2019-07-02

this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as
missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were
introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections
have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed
works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope
you enjoy this valuable book

Hidden Bahamas
1997

supporters of the british crown found life in the colonies rigorous in the years prior to during and after the
revolutionary war the hazards of war and the inequities of peace forced many american loyalists into bahamian
exile

The Harbour Island Story
2008

this novel of adventure and conflict explores the nature of class and identity in the post colonial world of the
bahamas the narrative rich in imagery reveals the inner lives of the characters and implicates us all in one man
s struggle to do the right thing

Life on a Rock
2008

on april 16 1861 president abraham lincoln issued a blockade of the confederate coastline the largely agrarian
south did not have the industrial base to succeed in a protracted conflict what it did have and what england and
other foreign countries wanted was cotton and tobacco industrious men soon began to connect the dots
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between confederate and british needs as the blockade grew the blockade runners became quite ingenious in
finding ways around the barriers boats worked their way back and forth from the confederacy to nassau and
england and everyone from scoundrels to naval officers wanted a piece of the action poor men became rich in a
single transaction and dances and drinking from the posh royal victoria hotel to the boarding houses lining the
harbor were the order of the day british united states and confederate sailors intermingled in the streets eyeing
each other warily as boats snuck in and out of nassau but it was all to come crashing down as the blockade
finally tightened and the final confederate ports were captured the story of this great carnival has been
mentioned in a variety of sources but never examined in detail breaking the blockade the bahamas during the
civil war focuses on the political dynamics and tensions that existed between the united states consular service
the governor of the bahamas and the representatives of the southern and english firms making a large profit off
the blockade filled with intrigue drama and colorful characters this is an important civil war story that has not
yet been told

A History of the Bahamas
1986-01-01

includes colour photographs

The Land of the Pink Pearl
2014-03

decorating with books never goes out of style please note this is a decorative book only there is no content on
the inside this decorative book is a simple yet sophisticated way to add a pop of color and personality to your
home decor we recommend combining 3 5 books together to make a statement and highlight your personal
tastes and interests decorative books are an easy and inexpensive way to add visual interest to your space
these decorative display books are perfect for coffee tables bookshelves night tables dorm rooms offices home
staging interior design house warming gifts product details bahamas is printed on the spine please reference
front cover for font style each book is 8 x 10 inches 20 x 25 centimeters professionally printed paperback book
with a high quality soft matte cover 300 interior pages with a subtle dot grid pattern on each page simple
elegant and minimalist style fonts may vary see front cover for font style each book sold separately visit our
amazon author page to see our full collection of decoration books featuring cities travel destinations hobbies
interests phrases and more search decora book co

Bahamian Landscapes
1994

salvage diver and ex con tiller galloway vowed he d never work for the baptist again until the menacing kingpin
makes him an offer he can t refuse sending him deep into the beautiful blue caribbean to raise fifty tons of
sunken cargo a dive to the razor s edge of death caught in the cross fire of a crazed underboss hostile islanders
and a corrupt government tiller and his hatteras island sidekick shad aydlett take on a nightmare of double
crosses as a scenario more sinister than he ever imagined begins to unfold

The Story of the Bahamas
1976

marvin hunt s remarkable among the children of the sun takes readers to an island nation that millions of
people visit yearly but few actually know much about bypassing the well known resorts of nassau and freeport
he concentrates on life in the other islands of the bahamas the family islands hunt explores the geology of these
islands the racial social and political history of the nation its storied history as an eighteenth century haven for
pirates its customs its food and music its religious traditions and the challenges it faces as an emerging nation
in a lively narrative reminiscent of paul theroux that spans fifteen years of travel richly detailed full of lively
encounters with people and places among the children of the sun does what no other book about the bahamas
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has done take readers beyond the name tags and smiling faces of those who service the tourist industry into
their real lives conveying the triumphs and tragedies of ordinary people living in an extraordinary landscape it is
a work of self discovery too as the author comes to terms with his own evolving life

Homeward Bound
2000-12

the history of the colonization of the bahamas and the first royal governor woodes rogers esquire interwoven
with the history of the united states the author begins the book with the history of the new world starting in a d
986 with the arrival of n

Thine Is the Kingdom
2009-05-20

this comprehensive volume details the full extraordinary history of all the people who have ever inhabited the
islands and explains the evolution of a bahamian national identity within the framework of neighboring
territories in similar circumstances

Breaking the Blockade
2020-12-28

bahama saga is a chronicle of the human presence on a unique archipelago of the americas the story takes its
title from a few invented characters and the romantic and beautiful country of seven hundred sub tropical
islands the confetti of bahamian islands has at different times been a locus for the three races of the planet
after the original amerindian inhabitants perished the bahamas remained uninhabited for nearly 150 years until
people from bermuda largely of english and african stock re settled the islands commencing in 1648 not long
afterwards many more africans were brought to the bahamas in bondage their descendants today hold the
destiny of the islands in their hands the geographical location of the bahamas allowed the islands to play a brief
but important part in the history of the modern world the eastern islands protrude out into the atlantic ocean so
as to make them one of the nearest parts of the americas to europe and it was here that an explorer from
europe made a historic landfall at what for him at least was a new world it was just over five hundred years ago
that christopher columbus in 1492 sailed the ocean blue the islands on the western side are a mere 50 miles
from the united states throughout time events on the north american continent have had a major affect upon
the history of the bahama islands as this well written and intriguing story relates

Grand Bahama
2002

this book explores the many complex historical connections between the united states of america and the
commonwealth of the bahamas beginning with an overview of shared early spanish colonization the book is the
first attempt to provide a comprehensive study of the impact of the sequential development of the united states
on events in the emerging bahamas placing the heretofore marginalized history of the island nation firmly into
the orbit of atlantic historiographical literature among other things the books sheds light on the role played by
the islands in a series of significant events in the u s history these include the american revolution in which four
of the initial official military actions of the fledgling u s navy comprised repeated invasions of british controlled
nassau capital of the bahamas the american civil war during which nassau became on of the main bases for
supply of vital goods and ammunition to the confederacy the intrigues of the volstead act which legislated
prohibition but also caused the temporary transformation of bahama islands into major transshipment centers
for the smuggling of alcoholic beverages to a multitude of prohibition defiant and thirsty americans and the
significant role placed by bahamian migrants in the creation of the city of miami and other areas of south florida
the author draws on a wealth of tapped and untapped primary sources and presents a new perspective on the
bahamian experience that helped to define the self proclaimed american credo of manifest destiny
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Bahamas
2019-10-06

turquoise waters pristine beaches world famous rum and a culture that welcomes you with a smile soak up the
sun and fun with moon bahamas inside you ll find flexible itineraries from a nassau getaway to a week of island
hopping including day trips to the out islands strategic advice for travelers looking for family fun romance
nightlife water sports and more must see highlights and unique experiences go diving to see shipwrecks
underwater sculptures and coral reefs snorkel with sharks or swim with friendly pigs spot wild pink flamingoes
climb to a historic stone monastery at the highest point in the bahamas or visit the iconic hope town lighthouse
relax in an oceanfront bungalow sip cocktails made from local rum and hang out with locals at a fish fry honest
recommendations from nassau local mariah moyle on when to go where to eat how to get around and where to
stay from guest cottages and beach bungalows to luxurious resorts full color photos and detailed maps
throughout background information on the landscape climate wildlife and history handy tips for families with
children lgbtq travelers seniors and travelers with disabilities experience the real bahamas with moon s practical
tips and local know how looking for more island adventures check out moon aruba moon bermuda or moon
jamaica

Bahamas Blue
2014-01-17

a must have picture book with words this photo book contains 100 color photos of different places within
bahamas island and cities like nassau and abaco each picture is of high quality and has words written
underneath so that you can not only view the image but know what area it was taken the photos capture the
classic stunning landmarks scenery and architectural buildings of the country and city from sunrise to sunset
with names of places this beautifully curated picture book with words has no mention of alzheimer s dementia
memory loss or anything similar so it is also perfect for the elderly and seniors a perfect coffee table décor this
photo book is 8 5 x 8 5 inches with a durable cover a perfect gift for friends and family during birthdays
housewarming parties and most celebrations get a copy now product detail 8 5 x 8 5 beautiful cover 100
beautiful high quality colored pages perfect gift for all ages from kids adults and seniors

LAND OF THE PINK PEARL, OR RECOLLECTIONS OF LIFE IN THE
BAHAMAS
2018

poetry marion bethel was born in the bahamas where she currently lives and works her writing has appeared in
the massachusetts review river city and other journals and anthologies she was awarded the casa de las
americas prize for her book of poetry guanahani my love in 1994 in 1997 she was at the bunting institute of
radcliffe college

Among the Children of the Sun
2012-11-01

take this book with you on your next trip to the bahamas or the turks and caicos islands or keep it close to hand
in your travel library the natural history of the bahamas offers the most comprehensive coverage of the
terrestrial and coastal flora and fauna on the islands of the bahamas archipelago as well as of the region s
natural history and ecology readers will gain an appreciation for the importance of conserving the diverse
lifeforms on these special caribbean islands a detailed introduction to the history geology and climate of the
islands beautifully illustrated with more than seven hundred color photographs showcasing the diverse plants
fungi and animals found on the bahamian archipelago
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The Early Settlers of the Bahamas and Colonists of North America
2009-05

spanish wells bahamas the island the people the allure is written for those who want to explore a true outpost
island paradise in addition to providing the travel planning essentials necessary to enjoy your perfect vacation
christopher cirillo introduces you to some of the fascinating people that make this two mile island special from
top archaeologists to quilters shopkeepers to lobster divers he ll take you beneath the waves at the devil s
backbone coral reef and bring you face to face with the island s resident manatees the pages come to life as
cirillo unearths four centuries of the island s rich history examines the unique culture and shares some of the
legends that surround spanish wells and the people that call it home to learn more go to spanishwellsbook com

Islanders in the Stream
1992

Bahama Saga
2004-05-21

The Bahamas in American History
2011-11

School Atlas for the Commonwealth of the Bahamas
2011

Moon Bahamas
2019-03-12

Bahamas Bound
2002-01-01

Bahamas
2021-06-23

Birds of the Bahamas
1972

Yachtsman's Guide to the Bahamas
1999-12-01
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The Snorkel Book
2019-04-14

Adventure Guide to the Bahamas
1995-10-01

Bahama Crisis
1985

Guanahani, My Love
2009

The Natural History of The Bahamas
2019-10-15

Spanish Wells Bahamas
2010-11
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